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WordPress contact form plugins are third-party web page add-ons that make it easy to create custom contact forms for websites built using WordPress CMS. We reviewed dozens of leading contact plugins and selected the top six—including the best overall—based on price, ease of use, versatility, reliability, reviews, and features like
design and plugin compatibility. Before you can effectively use contact form plugins, however, you need a reliable web host. For high uptime and good customer support, bluehost believes. Not only are their hosting packages affordable for small businesses—starting at $2.95/month—but hosting plans include free email, a free domain, an
SSL certificate, and more. Get started with Bluehost today. Visit Bluehost Top 6 WordPress Contact Form Plugins 2019 Wordpress Contact Form PluginBest For (Best Overall) Company looking for a versatile and reliable contact form plugin Non-tech savvy or novice WordPress users who need an easy to use shapebuilderCompany
looking to create pop-up forms or light boxes for lead generationEcommerce companies that create custom multi-step cash forms for WooCommerce Companies that need extensive form comprehensive form, customization, customization given the available add-onsHubSpot All-in-One MarketingBusinesses is looking for an all-in-one
form builder and marketing CRM suite How we evaluated the best WordPress contact form plugins With dozens of options available at varying prices and offering different features, finding the right contact form plugin to suit your needs can be difficult. To help, we researched and reviewed the best choices by looking at price, ease of use,
versatility, reliability, user reviews, and features. The criteria we used to evaluate the best WordPress contact form plugins include: Price: Although there are both free and paid contact form plugins, we searched for affordable options, so we found plugins that cost less than $20. Features: To be considered the best, plugins must be
feature-rich with responsive patterns, great customization capabilities, and compatibility and integrations available with other plugins and platforms. Ease of use: The purpose of using a plugin is to make it easier to expand your website without custom coding, so we searched for those that are more user-friendly with features like prebuilt
templates, drag-and-drop interfaces, and simple integrations with WordPress website builders. Reliability: It doesn't matter what a plugin offers if it's not reliable, so we searched plugins that are well established and often updated to ensure plugins remain bug-free and compatible with the latest versions of WordPress, as well as with
themes and other plugins. Customer service: Customer service is not always a with plugins, so we searched plugins that include customer service as well as quality documentation and resources. User reviews: We searched plugins with the best user user To do this, plugins must have a minimum of 4 out of 5 stars in WordPress from at
least 50 reviewers and have at least 10,000 active installs to be considered the best. Based on the criteria above, we recommend WPForms as the best overall WordPress contact form plugin. The popular plugin allows users to easily create reliable and versatile connector forms at an affordable price. WPForms also offers a free version
as well as a premium versions-making it ideal for small businesses looking to easily and affordably use a contact form plugin for everything from surveys to pop-ups and users entering sign-ups. Best Overall WordPress Contact Form Plugin: WPForms WPForms is one of the most popular WordPress contact form plugins. It stands out for
its combination of ease of use, reliability and versatility. WPForms boasts a free plan as well as premium plans starting at $39.50 a year. Given these offers, it's the best option for companies that aren't sure what their future contact form needs will be and need a plugin with a lot of versatility. WPForms Pricing WPForms offers free and
premium plans. WPForms Lite is free and comes with basic features to allow users to easily create and integrate a number of the most widely used platforms. Premium plans start at $39.50 a year and include unlimited contact form templates, unlimited forms, and one year of customer service. WPForms Tiered Pricing &amp; Features
WPForms Lite Premium - Basic Premium - Plus Price $0 $39.50/year $99.50/year Drag-and-Drop Form Builder ✓✓✓100% Responsive ✓✓✓SpamCover ✓✓✓Prebuilt Templates Included 3Unlimited Unlimited Multi-page Forms ✓✓Number of Forms Unlimited Unlimited Customer Support 1 Year Support 1 Year Support Mailchimp Forms
Integration ✓ WPForms Lite WPForms Lite is the free version of WPForms. It includes an easy to use, drag-and-drop form builder, plus basic contact form features like three fully customizable prebuilt templates, spam protection, fully responsive shapes and basic support. WPForms Lite is best for businesses that need an easy way to
create contact forms on a tight budget. Small businesses that don't need to build a variety of contact forms will also find Lite to be a good option. WPForms Premium Basic WPForms Basic costs $39.50 per year and includes everything from the WPForms Lite version, plus additional features. These include unlimited prebuilt templates, the
ability to create unlimited contact forms (including multi-page forms where a contact form consists of several short pages) and one year of premium customer support. This plan is best suited for companies that frequently use contact forms for highly diverse applications. This is because for the extra cost, get unlimited contact forms and
access to its complete template template that offers everything from request-a-quote forms to forms that can receive payments for donations and billing. WPForms Premium Plus WPForms Plus costs $99.50 per year. It includes all the features of the Premium Basic plan, with the addition of integrations. These include a Mailchimp
integration to easily import contacts from contact form submissions to Mailchimp's email marketing contact lists, as well as other integrations with AWeber, GetResponse, Campaign Monitor, and Drip. WPForms Plus is the best thing for companies that use email marketing and are looking to create forms to build contact lists for email
marketing campaigns. The ability to integrate email marketing platforms with contact forms saves companies a lot of time, and in return money. This makes the Premium Plus plan cost effective despite its higher price point. Ease of use WPForms is a very easy to use WordPress contact form plugin that requires no coding or technical
expertise. It uses a drag-and-drop interface for simple contact forms to be created. Contact forms are largely built using fully customizable templates, making the creation process even easier than building a contact form from scratch. But users can also build forms from scratch. WPForm drag-and-drop interface Reliability WPForms are
highly regarded for their reliability. It is often updated by its development team to improve the product and user experience. This means that users get an up-to-date plugin that is compatible with the latest versions of WordPress, which ensures the plugin's functionality. Customer Service Customer Service is available through an online
support ticketing system. The plugin also has quality documentation available, making it easy for users to learn how to use the plugin, including all of its customization options. This helps reduce the need for customer support, as the pedagogical resources are readily available. What WPForms is missing WPForms is missing the ability to
integrate payment processors into low cost plans. Those who are looking to create contact forms that can handle payments at a more affordable price should consider Ninja Forms, which includes PayPal express in their personal plan for $99 per year. What Users Think about WPForms WPForms is a very highly rated WordPress plugin
with a near perfect 4.9 of 5-star average rating on WordPress from 4,300-plus reviews. Reviews usually comment that they like how easy WPForms are to install and use. Where to find WPForms Learn more about WPForms and install it by going to Plugins from the left menu in the WordPress dashboard, then searching for WPForms in
the search bar. From there, read reviews, see screenshots, and click Install to start using the plugin. Try Today. Visit WPForms easiest to use WordPress Contact Form Plugin: Ninja Shapes Ninja Form is a popular WordPress contact contact plugin known for how user friendly and easy it is to use with both its free plan and premium plans
(which start at $99 a year). Its intuitive and modern interface makes it stand out, as does its vast list of integrations. It is best for non-tech savvy companies that need an easy to use contact shape builder. Ninja Forms Pricing Ninja Forms has free and premium versions. The free version includes access to its drag-and-drop form builder,
making it easy to build and use basic contact forms, such as a Contact Us or Newsletter record. Premium versions start at $99 per year and include email marketing integrations, as well as payments gateways and premium support. Ninja Forms Tiered Pricing &amp; Features Free VersionPersonalProfessionalPrice $0 $99/year $199/year
Number of sites 1 1 20 Drag-and-drop form builders ✓✓✓100% Responsive ✓✓✓Spam Protection Included ✓✓✓Email Marketing Integrations✓User✓&amp; Login Profile ✓Capability Payment Gateways None PayPal ExpressPayPal Express, Stripe, and Recurly Customer Support Standard - Within 24 operating hours Priority - Within 8
operating hours Priority - Within 8 operating hours Ninja Forms Free The free version of Ninja forms comes with basic features such as its drag-and-drop contact form builder with prebuilt, customizable contact forms. Submissions are stored within the WordPress database, giving users access to form records from the WordPress
dashboard. Users can also set up automatic responses to user submissions, such as a thank you or a confirmation email. The Free version gives users enough tools to easily create and manage basic contact forms. It doesn't include more sophisticated features like the ability to integrate email marketing platforms like Mailchimp, accept
payments, or create user profiles. For this reason, it is best for companies looking for an easy way to build simple forms of contact. Ninja Forms Personal The personal plan costs $99 per year and gives users all the features of the Free version, such as the easy-to-use drag-and-drop interface, plus more features for extra functionality and
premium support. The additional features mainly revolve around email marketing integrations, including Mailchimp, Constant Contact, Campaign Monitor, Emma, EmailOctopus, and ConvertKit. These allow companies to synchronize contacts collected through their website with third-party accounts. This plan is the best for companies that
actively use email marketing and are looking for a more streamlined way to collect leads and promote those leads using email. It is also good for those who want to accept one-time payments through their contact form as it includes PayPal Express. These can be companies use contact forms for donations or online sales. Ninja Forms
Professional The professional plan costs $199 per year. It contains everything the Personal plan, such as all email marketing integrations and premium support, plus the ability to use it on up to 20 sites, additional payment gateways (such as Rand and Recurly), and users login registration forms and profile management. This gives
companies a way to accept front-end submitted user registrations while maintaining administrative control over user-generated accounts. Given the introduction of additional payment gateways and the ability to create and manage user accounts, the Professional Plan is best for companies that are looking to build membership sites,
including membership sites with recurring payments. For example, those with a monthly membership fee, such as online magazines or fitness centers, would be good candidates for this plugin. Ease of use Ninja Forms is one of the easiest contact form plugins available. It requires zero coding or technical knowledge to install and use. It
uses a very simple contact shape builder with a drag-and-drop menu that has prebuilt contact form elements, from name and address to multiselect options. It also comes with high quality documentation to help give users additional educational resources on how to use the plugin. Ninja Forms Interface Reliability Ninja Forms is known to
be a reliable and reliable plugin. Its development team often updates the plugin, sometimes daily, to ensure it is bug-free, compatible with the latest versions of WordPress, and gives users the best possible experience. Customer Service Ninja Forms has a highly responsive customer service team, which is available online through a
support ticket system. Users with paid, premium accounts receive responses within eight business hours, while free users receive responses within 24 business hours. What Ninja Forms are missing Ninja Forms is missing the ability to accept payments in their Free version. Plans that include payment processing start at $99 a year. The
Free plan also does not include email marketing integrations. But its plan that includes email integrations is priced similar to other plugin plans that include it. What users think of Ninja Forms Ninja Forms has a 4.5 out of 5-star rating from nearly 1,000 reviews on WordPress. Reviewers usually mention that they like how easy it is to use
and that customer support tends to go beyond helping. Users who installed the plugin years ago found that they recently had issues where the contact forms disappeared, which may be related to users with outdated versions of WordPress. Where to find Ninja forms To learn more about Ninja Forms and its premium plans, visit them
online. From its website you can compare plans and sign up for a free 14-day trial. Alternatively, download and install by going to Plugins from your WordPress dashboard and searching for Ninja Forms. Get started with Ninja Forms. Visiting Visit Forms Best for Creating Pop-ups: Poptin Poptin is a WordPress pop-up and contact form
plugin with a Free Plan and premium plans starting at $19 per month. It stands out for its pop-up-specific contact form features that help engage visitors and reduce cart abandonment. It's best for companies that want to create contact forms that are triggered by specific actions to keep visitors to their site. Poptin Pricing Poptin offers a
Free Plan as well as premium plans from $19 to $99 per month. The Free version gives users up to 1,000 pop-up views per month, unlimited submissions, and chat support. Premium versions include everything from the Basic version with the addition of higher pop-up view limits, autoresponder and premium support. Poptin Tiered Pricing
&amp; Features Free BasicPro Price $0$19/month $49/month Drag-and-Drop Form Builder✓✓Pop-ups Triggered by Unique Actions ✓✓✓User Data &amp; Analytics✓✓EmailMarketing Integrations ✓✓✓✓Full Screen Contact Form Pop-ups ✓✓✓Mobile-friendly ✓✓✓Number of monthly pop-up views allowed1,000 0 10,00050,000
Domains 14Autoresponders 0 1,0005,000 Removes Poptin Branding ✓✓Customer Support Chat -only Chat &amp; Email Chat &amp; Chat The Email Poptin Free Poptin Free Poptin Free version includes full access to its drag-and-drop builder, where users can create any type of contact form pop-up. It contains up to 1000 pop-up views
per month for a website and displays Poptin branding on pop-up. The Free version is best for business as there is just booted out, has very little traffic or blogs, and are not concerned about displaying Poptin's branding. This is also because the view limit of 1,000 is low; those with a high amount of web traffic will not get the full benefit of
the pop-up. Poptin Basic The Poptin Basic version costs $19 per month and includes everything from the Free version with the biggest difference of no Poptin branding and a pop-up view limit of 10,000. It also includes email and chat support, as well as up to 1,000 autoresponders per month. This version is best for small businesses
looking to turn their website into a lead generation tool, as it presents a business professionally without displaying Poptin branding and it includes up to 10,000 pop-up views per month. It's also great for growing e-commerce websites that want to reduce the number of abandoned carts via autoresponders messages. Poptin Pro Poptin Pro
costs $49 per month and includes everything from the Basic version, but with a pop-up view limit of 50,000 views per month. It also includes the ability to use it on up to four different websites as well as up to 5,000 autoresponders per month. This plan is best suited for large companies with high traffic levels and multiple brands. This is
because of its high pop-up view limit of 50,000 views per month and to use plugin over over Websites. This can also make it a great plan for web designers looking for a contact form pop-up builders to use on different client sites. Ease of use Poptin is an easy-to-use, code-free contact form pop-up plugin with an intuitive drag-and-drop
editing interface. It includes dozens of prebuilt templates, giving users an easy way to design and customize their contact forms. It also contains a list of common triggers so users can easily set up pop-ups. Poptin Editing Interface Reliability Poptin is a reliable WordPress contact form plugin. Its development team does a great job of
keeping the plugin updated with updates completed approximately weekly. This ensures that it is compatible with the latest versions of WordPress and bug-free. Customer Service Poptin includes customer service for both its Free and Premium versions. Support for the free version is available via live chat, and premium support is
available via live chat and email. It also has a comprehensive Help Center where users can find step-by-step instructions on everything from designing contact forms to using extensions and managing contacts. What Poptin is missing Poptin is missing a low cost or free plan that doesn't show Poptin's branding. Instead, users must pay
$19 per month for unprofiled pop-ups. This makes it a high annual cost for those who don't want to show third-party branding, but don't yet have enough seat traffic to justify the premium plan. What Users Think about Poptin Poptin has a 4.5 out of 5-star rating from over 50 reviews on WordPress. Positive reviews often note that it is very
easy to set up, and many reviewers note that they had trouble finding a pop-up plugin they liked until they found Poptin. Negative reviewers comment that the Free Version does not suit their needs. Where to find Poptin Visit Poptin online to learn more about its premium versions, or install the Free version by going to Plugins from your
WordPress dashboard and searching for Poptin. From there you can see the plugin specifications, check if it is compatible with your version of WordPress, and install and activate the plugin. Get started with Poptin. Visit Poptin Best for Ecommerce Forms: ARG Multistep Checkout ARG Multistep Checkout is a top rated, multistep contact
form plugin used for WooCommerce checkouts. It stands out for its modern and intuitive design that makes building attractive multistep checkout shapes easy for a one-time price of $19. It is best for online stores that use WooCommerce and don't like the checkout form included in the WooCommerce template. ARG Multistep Checkout
Pricing THE ARG Multistep Checkout plugin has a one-time cost of $19. This allows users to easily create multi-layer checkout pages for a modern check-out. It also includes future plugin updates and six months of customer support, with the option option extend the aid for 12 months for an additional USD 5.25. ARG Multistep Checkout
Features ARG Multistep Checkout enables users to design high-quality cash processes that compete with the aesthetic of professionally developed ecommerce checkout pages. It is fully customizable, 100% responsive, and is compatible with all WooCommerce WordPress themes. It also includes built-in sign-in and user registration and
built-in preview, giving online stores the features they need to manage online orders professionally. Design &amp; Capabilities This plugin is fully customizable, with a number of design features. It includes complete options for color, button, and step customization; smooth animations between steps; and full control over the ladder and the
order in which they are displayed. Ecommerce Features ARG is designed specifically for ecommerce websites using WooCommerce, so users can be sure that the plugin will work properly with their site for the best user experience. It comes with completed sections such as Payment Methods, Billing Section and Shipping Section, as well
as optional coupons, order review and user registration and login. Third-party integrations &amp; compatibility ARG Multistep Checkout is designed for websites that use WooCommerce. It's compatible with all WooCommerce-friendly themes and integrations. It is also fully responsive and mobile ready, giving users a smooth mobile
checkout experience. Ease of use The plugin is easy to use, from installation to form creation. It has a user-friendly and intuitive drag-and-drop form builder that requires zero coding or technical expertise. It also includes quality documentation to help users learn how to use the plugin and all its features. CROSS Multistep Checkout
example Reliability ARG Multistep Checkout plugin is considered one of the most reliable multistep contact form plugins. Since it's designed specifically for WooCommerce, it works noticeably better in that environment than plugins that claim to work with any ecommerce platform. Customer Service The plugin comes standard with six
months of customer service. Customer service is available through an online support system, which is standard for plugins. Its support team is well regarded and considered not only much help in solving users' problems, but is also very quick to help users. What ARG Multistep Checkout is missing ARG Multistep Checkout is currently
missing automatic plugin updates. While the plugin includes access to future updates, users must manually update the plugin. It is also created specifically for ecommerce checkout with WooCommerce, so it is not compatible with every ecommerce site. Those looking for an elegant multistep contact form for checkout processing should
consider WPForms, which includes multistep forms in its Premium Basic plan for $39.50 per year. What Users Think About ARG Multistep Multistep The ARG Multistep checkout has a high 4.93 of 5-star ratings from 130 reviews on its WordPress plugins page. Reviewers often comment that they like how easy the plugin makes it to create
professional-looking checkout shapes. There are very few negative reviews available given its high ratings. But one reviewer mentioned that they felt the plugin should contain automated updates. Where to find ARG Multistep Checkout ARG Multistep Checkout can be found by visiting them at CodeCanyon. From there, learn more about
what the plugin offers and how it can help you build better checkout forms for websites that use WooCommerce. Buy the plugin directly from CodeCanyon, then install the plugin on WordPress by uploading the file under Add New from Plugin on your WordPress site. Read more today. Visit ARG Multistep Checkout Best Contact Form
Plugin for Customizations: Contact Form 7 Contact Form 7 is the leading free WordPress contact form plugin with over 5 million active installs. What makes it the world's most popular is its versatility, given its great customization options and list of add-ons. It is best for companies that need the ability to create highly customized shapes for
a variety of applications. ContactForm 7 Pricing Contact Form 7 is a free contact form plugin. It includes full access to its comprehensive and fully customizable contact form builder scans that can be used to create almost any type of contact form. Although it is a completely free plugin with a long list of free add-ons, its development team
does receive donations. Contact Form 7 Features Contact Form 7 is one of the most versatile contact form plugins available for free. It includes security features such as reCAPTCHA and Askismet for spam protection. What makes it so versatile is its list of available extensions, from tools for creating multiple steps to dynamic text
creators. It doesn't include a drag-and-drop builder, so it's best for companies that have some WordPress skills and want a plugin that has the ability to grow with the business and its needs. Templates Contact Form 7 does not contain prebuilt templates. Instead, HTML form tags are used, similar to shortcodes. These form tags are used
to build up contact forms, giving users a great customize feature. Form tags are readily available in its documentation library. Payment processing There are a number of payment processing integrations available for Contact Form 7. Main options include PayPal, Stripe and Square. Each of these payment integrations is free to set up,
even if each has its own pricing and fees. Extension Contact Form 7 has a large number of available extensions and integrations. These include everything from integrations for automatic translation into Google Analytics for contact form user data and integrations with email marketing platforms such as such as Ease of use This is not the
easiest contact form plugin available because it does not include a drag-and-drop contact form builder. Instead, users receive form tags from its documentation library, which work similar to shortcodes. It's not as simple as other contact shape builders, but it allows for much more customization. Contact Form 7 Interface Reliability Contact
Form 7 is one of the oldest and most popular contact form plugins available. It is known to be a free, reliable plugin that is often updated to maintain compatibility with the most up-to-date versions of WordPress. However, it had a major problem recently after an update that did not work properly with reCAPTCHA. This issue has since been
resolved. Customer Service Be a free plugin, contact form 7 does not come with customer support. It has a great community support forum, however, as the plugin development team participates in helping to answer users' questions and solve problems. What Contact Form 7 is missing Contact Form 7 is missing a drag-and-drop builder.
Although it is one of the oldest contact form plugins, it has become the default that contact form plugins include an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop builder. This can make Contact Form 7 less attractive to users with little technical experience. What users think of Contact Form 7 Contact Form 7 has a 4.1 out of 5-star rating on WordPress from
over 1,600 reviews. It previously had a much higher rating, although the reCAPTCHA issue landed it a large number of 1-star ratings. Positive reviewers often comment that it is the best contact form plugin and they like how it is both simple and flexible. Where to find contact form 7 Find contact form 7 by searching for it under Plugins in
your WordPress dashboard. From there you can learn more about it and install it by clicking the Install Now button, then click Enable after it installs. Get started with Contact Form 7. Visit Contact Form 7 Best All-in-One Contact Form &amp; Marketing Plugin: HubSpot All-in-One HubSpot All-in-One Marketing is a free and robust

WordPress plugin that gives businesses a centralized marketing plugin with easy-to-design contact forms and a CRM system for storing and managing contacts. It's best for companies that want to strategically use contact forms as a way to collect contacts and market their business in a platform. HubSpot All-in-One Marketing Pricing The
HubSpot All-in-One plugin is free and is used in conjunction with HubSpot's CRM platform, where companies have a centralized location to manage all their sales and marketing. Fixed plugin users will need a HubSpot account, its CRM platform includes a free version as well as premium versions starting at $50 per HubSpot All-in-One
Marketing Features This contact form plugin is feature-rich with a number of marketing-centric features to help a business business their website to a lead generation machine while giving their teams the opportunity to nurture leads and increase sales. The plugin includes an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop contact form builder as well as live
chat, email automation using contacts collected through contact forms and integrations with platforms and services such as Mailchimp, Shopify and Magento. Contact form templates HubSpot contains a variety of types of contact forms, from in-line forms that embed directly on your web pages to pop-ups and forms in live chat. Contact
forms are also available as overlays, sidebars, banners, and slide-ins. All forms are designed using its prebuilt sections, so users can build contact forms to suit their needs. Marketing Tools This plugin comes with a variety of tools to help companies turn their website into a lead generation and sales tool. Leads generated through its
contact form are automatically stored in the HubSpot CRM system. From there, companies can create automated email marketing campaigns and nurture leads through their sales funnel. Third-party integrations &amp; Compatibility HubSpots All-in-One plugin is compatible with WordPress themes and the latest versions of WordPress. It
comes with a large number of features directly from HubSpot, so it doesn't include third-party integrations. The ease of use HubSpot plugin gives users an easy way to create contact forms using their drag-and-drop form builders. Overall, it is a very user-friendly plugin, but it contains a large number of features, which means that users
should expect that there will be a learning curve involved in getting to know the plugin. Also, those who aren't already HubSpot users will need to take the time to familiarize themselves with their CRM platform. HubSpot plugin interface Reliability HubSpot All-in-One Marketing plugin is considered reliable. It was built by a professional team
of developers and backed by a leading marketing software company, so users can expect it to be reliable and bug-free with frequent updates. Customer Service Being a free plugin, this HubSpot tool does not come with customer support. However, it comes with a wealth of resources from quality documentation and a large support forum.
Should users have an issue that cannot be resolved in the forum, HubSpot's general support team is available to their CRM users of all plans. What HubSpot All-in-One Marketing is missing the Plugin is not missing anything when it comes to marketing-related features. However, it is missing the ability to connect payment gateways, such
as PayPal and Stripe. Those looking for a contact form that accepts payments should consider Ninja Forms easy use or ARG Multistep Checkout for custom WooCommerce cash form. What users think about HubSpot All-in-One Marketing This plugin has a 4.6 out of 5-star rating on WordPress from from 100 reviews. Reviewers often
comment that they find the plugin to be a very useful tool in digital marketing. One of the few negative comments notes that the plugin caused a problem on the user's back-end. Where to find the HubSpot All-in-One Marketing Find HubSpot All-in-One Marketing plugin by going to Plugins from the WordPress dashboard and searching for it
in the search bar. From there, learn more about what the plugin includes and download it by clicking the Install Now button. Get started with HubSpot All-In-One today. Visit HubSpot All-in-One FAQ (FAQs) How do I install a WordPress plugin? It's easy to install a WordPress plugin. From your WordPress dashboard, navigate to Plugins
from the left vertical menu and click Add New. On the plugins page, you will be able to browse, search for, or upload a plugin. To install a plugin directly from WordPress, find the plugin, then click Install. After it is installed, click Enable. Get the step-by-step details on how to install a WordPress plugin. How do I build a WordPress site? To
build a WordPress website, start by signing up for web hosting and choosing your custom domain name. Next, choose a WordPress theme and customize your pages. Get the step-by-step details on how to make a WordPress site in eight easy steps. What are the best WordPress site builder plugins? There are a number of great
WordPress site builder plugins, but the best plugins are easy to use, affordable, compatible with themes and other plugins, and include comprehensive features. Some of the best site builder plugins include Visual Composer, Thrive Architect, Elementor, Beaver Builder, and Brizy. Learn more about each of these in our article on the best
WordPress website builders. What is the easiest way to build a professional business website? The easiest way to build a professional website without any coding knowledge or technical expertise is with a drag-and-drop website builder like Weebly or Squarespace. With those, you can quickly build a website by selecting and customizing
a template with its user-friendly interface. Get the step-by-step details on building a small business website. Bottom Line: Best WordPress Contact Form Plugins The best WordPress contact form plugins allow users to easily create a wide variety of shapes, from lead collection shapes to attractive and functional ecommerce cash register
systems. We found the six best contact plugins based on price, ease of use, versatility, reliability, user reviews, and features like design features and plugin compatibility. Before downloading a contact form plugin, make sure you have the most reliable web host. Starts at $2.95 per month, Bluehost the hosting packages small businesses
need—including free email a free domain, a free SSL certificate, and incredibly incredible Click here to read more and open your own Bluehost account. Visit Bluehost Bluehost
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